Cl(t-to)/(to-t-l) !3@,t) = f3(r, t0) e s t"<t<tl s ao that
Upk, t) P(z,t) = Up(r,to) e(z,t") , tc'<t<tl , 
where C2~a defined as C2 = c 13(r,to 
where Wi is the photon weight upon entering the collision and t-is the time of the collision.
Therefore, the total energy of the subsequent photons produced in the time interval, as a direct result of this collision, ie given by the integral of
Eq. (26) over t from t-to tl. l%is total energy, defined as D2, is
Cu (~,t") f3(r, t=') In the case of a perfect gas, the average temperature within the cell at the end of the time step is computed aa -- 
The ur~, to) term and the S(r,t") term have not changed from the treatment d18cussed in Sec. III so they will not be repeated here. However, the implicit source term has changed so we will consider it.
B. Implicit Source Term
The extrapolationof UP and~is still assumed to be 8iven by Eqs. (15) and (16) Table I . Table I .08
The numerical values in
.
12
16
20
24
28
32
40
.50
.75
1.00 
